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INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that units with observations on the k-dimensional random 
vector X are to be classified into one of two multivariate normal popula- 
tions, 17, and Z7,. Denote the means of X in the populations by p1 and p2 
and the common covariance matrix by C. It is well known that a unit is 
assigned to 17, if L(X) > c and to Z7, if ,5(X) d c, where 
and c depends on the a priori probabilities attached to the unit. 
If L(X) is used for classification, then the probability of misclassifying a 
unit from IT2 into ZZ, when c = 0, without loss of generality, is 
8 = @( -d/2), 
where 6’= (pi - pz)’ CP1(pi --pLz) is the Mahalanobis Distance and @ 
denotes the cumulative standard normal distribution. 
Okamoto [3], Lachenbruch [I], Rao and Dorvlo [4], and McLachlan 
[2], have suggested estimators of the probability of misclassification. 
In this article we derive an interval estimator of the probability of 
misclassification. We base our interval estimator on the jackknife method 
of estimating 0 proposed by Rao and Dorvlo [4]. 
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THE JACK-KNIFE ESTIMATOR OF 0 
Rao and Dorvlo [4] proposed the jackknife estimator 6, defined as 
where n, and n2 observations were taken from population IT, and IIT,, 
respectively, and 
jLx, -x2 
ji=X,i-X2, 
= x, - x,i, 
x,i=(n,X,-x,)/(n,-l), 
F2j = (n2X2 - X,)/(n, - 1 ), 
n=n,+n, 
f(B) = @{ -#Pc-‘~)“2} 
f(&= @{ -+(jyj7i)“2}. 
i= 1 3 ..., nl 
i=n+j, j= 1, . . . . n, 
i= 1, . . . . n, 
j=l 7 ..., n2 
THEOREM 1. P((~i-j)‘(~,-~)>t, i=l,..., n}+O as n,,n,-+oO for 
any t>O. 
Proof. 
P{max(ij,-P)‘(B,-li)>t, t>O} 
< i p{(jj-/)’ (Bi-fi)> t) 
,= I 
<f ,i E(lj;-j)‘(&fi) 
1=I 
1 1 1 
=- -+- 
t {( n,- 1 n,- 1 >I 
-+O as n,, n, + co. 
THEOREM 2. &(d - 0) -A N{O, ((1 +r)‘/rLfWWVXW as fl+ m 
and limn,,,,,,{nlln2) =y+O, or 00, where f’(b) is a vector derivative of 
,f(/l) with respect to j% 
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Proof: By Taylor’s expansion 
f(li)=f(P)+ uwwf’(lr)+ WB)‘f”(mu), 
where E is between fi and /?. Also 
f(Bi)=f(B) + (Bi-B)‘f’(B) + ~(Bi-P)‘f”(4i)(Bj-P), 
where < is between fii and /?. Consider 
Clearly fl has the normal distribution with mean vector /? and covariance 
matrix {l/n, + l/n,} C. Therefore &(b-B)‘f’(j3) is normal with mean 
zero and covariance 
The limiting variance of &(b- P)‘f’(fi) is (( 1 + y)*/y) f’(P)’ Cf’(/?) since 
n/n, + n/n2 + ((1 + y)‘/u) as nl/n2 --) y. But 
$ ++’ tracef”(s)Z. =- 
i 1 I n2 
And since f( .) has a bounded second derivative, there exists a finite 
constant K such that 
trace f”(s) G < K. 
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Hence, 
This shows that 
-+O as n, and nz-’ m. 
as n, and n, tend to infinity. Also the expectation 
n-l 1 
=- 
A n 
jJ trace f”( 5 i) C + & ,“* 
nl-l,=, 2 ,F, 
trace f”( ri) C 
I 
n-l a h 
6- 
d 
-+- forany a>O, h>O 
n n,-1 n,-1 1 
tends to zero as n, and n, tend to infinity. Therefore 
P 
1 
zig 
I 
(li,-B)‘f”(5,)(Bi-P)>t, t,,) 
<SE{ i cBi-B)‘r’~(ti)(iii-P,} 
i= 1 
+O as n, and n,+ cg. 
Hence ~$6 - Q) has the same asymptotic distribution as &(b - fl)‘f’(fl). 
THEOREM 3. S’=~;=,((~,-O)‘/(n-l))A ((1 +y)2/y)f’(~)‘Z”(fl). 
Proof: Consider 
8,-d= -(n-l){-/(iii,-i.C j”(Jj)}. 
j=l 
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By Taylor’s theorem 
where li is between ai and j?. Then 
=tnA1) E {(Br-b,.(T’(Fi)-I’(B))+tFi-P)‘/‘(8) 
i= I 
-t g cli, - B)’ (.fYC.j, -l.(B))}2 
.I = 1 
=(n- 1) f {(Bi-B)‘(f’(~i)-f’(B))}’ 
i= I 
+ tn- ‘) i {(Pi-8)‘f’(P)}’ 
i=l 
+ 9 { i Clii- B)’ (.f.(ti,/.(p,i}’ 
i=l 
+2(n- l) ,cl (@i-B)’ (f’(ri)-S’(B))(Pi-P)‘f’(P) 
-F i (Bi-P)‘f’(P) i (Bi-P)‘(f’(~i)-f’(lJ)) 
i= I i= 1 
2(n-1) n ” -~ 
n { 
ic, (Bi - li)’ (“f(ri) -m,,)2. 
By Theorem 1 all the terms in the equation above tend to zero except the 
second and the fifth. The fifth is always zero. The limiting value of the 
second is 
(1 +?)I2 
= yf’uv -v’(B). 
The result of the Theorem follows. 
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CONCLUSION 
The application of the results above show that 6 is distributed asymptoti- 
cally normally with mean 8 and variance ((1 + r)*/~)f’(fl)‘.Z”‘(/?). Since 
S* tends to the population variance in the limit, the statistic 
(&e)Jn(n- 1) 
Jm- 
is distributed as t, _ r. The interval estimate of ~9 can therefore be written 
as 
where t,,, denotes the point that cuts of a/2 of the area of the righthand 
side of a t-distribution with n - 1 degrees of freedom. 
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